
101 RPO Plays: Unleashing the Genius of Rich
Hargitt
Are you ready to unlock the secrets of one of the most incredible offensive minds
in football? Look no further than Rich Hargitt, the mastermind behind 101 RPO
plays that will leave defenses scrambling. In this article, we delve into the brilliant
world of Rich Hargitt's innovative play-calling, providing you with an in-depth
analysis of his strategies and how they can elevate your team's game.

Who is Rich Hargitt?

Rich Hargitt is a trailblazer in the world of offensive football. With a career
spanning over two decades, Hargitt has established himself as a leading authority
on Run-Pass Option (RPO) plays. His unique ability to manipulate defenses and
exploit their weaknesses has earned him a reputation as an offensive genius.

Hargitt's career began as a player, where he demonstrated exceptional field
vision and understanding of the game. Transitioning into coaching, he honed his
skills and gradually developed a playbook that challenges conventional thinking.
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The Power of RPO Plays

RPO plays have revolutionized the game of football, offering an unpredictable
blend of running and passing options that keep even the best defenses on their
toes. By incorporating Hargitt's playbook into your team's strategy, you're arming
yourself with a tactical advantage like no other.

These plays are designed to deceive the defense, making them believe a
particular play is in motion while Hargitt skillfully changes the trajectory at the last
moment. These split-second decisions force defenders into bad positions,
creating opportunities for big gains.

Breaking Down the 101 RPO Plays

Now, let's dive into the meat of the matter – Hargitt's 101 RPO plays. This
extensive collection of plays is designed to provide a comprehensive solution to
any defensive setup or situation. From quick-hitting slants to deep passes and
inside zone runs, Hargitt has analyzed every possible scenario and crafted a play
to exploit it.

To truly appreciate the genius of these plays, we'll analyze a few examples:

Play #1: The "Fool's Gold"

This play manipulates the defense into thinking it's a run-option play while the
quarterback skillfully identifies open receivers downfield. By initially appearing as
a standard run play, defenders are lured towards the line of scrimmage, leaving
the passing lanes wide open for an explosive play.

Play #2: The "Mirror Mastermind"

In this play, Hargitt introduces a mirror concept, where the offensive line engages
in perfectly synced movements that confuse defenders and create opportunities



for explosive running plays. With the defense unaware of which side the ball
carrier will commit to, this play forces defenders to hesitate, giving your offense
an invaluable advantage.

Play #3: The "Slide and Strike"

Hargitt's expertise shines through this play, which takes advantage of the
defense's anticipation of a pass. By faking a pass in one direction, the
quarterback nimbly sidesteps the oncoming blitz, unleashing a perfectly timed
strike to a receiver streaking downfield.

Dominating the Competition

With Rich Hargitt's 101 RPO plays in your arsenal, you're poised to dominate the
competition. By introducing deceptive tactics and exploiting defenses, you'll
create an offensive powerhouse that is virtually unstoppable.

Remember, these plays are not just about tricking the defense – they rely on
perfectly executed fundamentals. The players must be well-trained and
disciplined to execute Hargitt's plays flawlessly.

In

The innovation and brilliance of Rich Hargitt's 101 RPO plays cannot be
overstated. By incorporating these plays into your team's strategy, you're
immersing yourself in the mind of a true offensive genius. So, unleash the power
of Hargitt's playbook and watch as your team rises to new heights on the football
field!
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101 RPO Plays is a simple, sound, and comprehensive collection of RPO (Run-
Pass Option) pays that can be executed from any offense. It contains detailed
descriptions of game-tested RPO plays. For coaches who want to know what
RPO plays may be appropriate for their team s offense, this book provides an
answer. Football is always evolving. With his latest book, Coach Hargitt
addresses one of the most compelling topics in football RPO. If you are looking to
install explosive plays in your offense, this book is your answer. 101 RPO Plays
can help maximize any team s offense. This book is a great tool for anyone
coordinating an offense or in charge of defending the latest trend in offensive
football.
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